In drill and blast, the explosive filled in each blasthole is cylindrically shaped and generally initiated by the detonator. us, the effect of the initiation location must be addressed, as it determines the detonation direction along the entire column explosive. In this paper, the effect of the initiation location on blast vibration field and its acting mechanism were comprehensively investigated through the theoretical, computational, and experimental approaches. e results indicate that the initiation location plays an important role in the blast vibration filed of the cylindrical charge. e underlying effect of the initiation location can be regarded as the combined results of the energy distribution and phase delay effects of the column explosive source. e behavior of the rock mass in the single-hole blasting experiment demonstrates that the explosion energy is preferentially transmitted to the forward direction of the detonation wave. e seed wave-based computation model verifies that owing to the phase delay effect, the blast vibration field of the cylindrical charge is not uniformly distributed and is strengthened at the forward direction of the detonation wave. e production blasting experiment indicates that the ground PPV under bottom initiation is 61.3%∼211.7% larger than that under top initiation. In addition, the effect of the initiation location is sensitive to the charge length L and the denotation velocity D. Meanwhile, the effect of the initiation location vanishes with distance. e present study provides valuable reference for understanding the effect of the initiation location on blast vibration in drill and blast.
Introduction
Drill and blast, as an economical, efficient, and adaptable method, is still widely used in mining, hydropower, traffic, and civil engineering fields [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In practice, the blastholes are charged either by the finished explosive charge (Figure 1(a) ) or by the semifinished charging vehicle (Figure 1(b) ). Anyway, the explosives filled in the blastholes are all cylindrical charges with large length-to-diameter ratio. e cylindrical charge within each blasthole is usually initiated by the detonator. Due to the geometrical and finite velocity of detonation (VoD) characteristics, the detonation reaction has time and directional effects along the entire length of the column explosive [6] . e initiation location actually determines the propagation direction of the detonation wave. erefore, the effect of the initiation location must be addressed in drill and blast.
Many investigations on the effect of the initiation location were conducted by various researchers. Fry et al. and Sichel investigated the effect of the detonation direction on the dynamic behavior of the surrounding medium [7, 8] . Zhang outlined the relationship of the ore extraction with the detonator location and conducted many field experiments in LKAB Malmberget mine in Sweden [9] . Long ascertained the effect of the initiation location on rock fragmentation through many field experiments and provided a convincing explanation from the point of the usage ratio of explosive energy [10] . Onederra et al. found that the rock damage degree at the top section is larger than that at the blasthole bottom if the explosive charge is bottom initiated, when simulating the blasting process by the HSBM (hybrid stress blasting model) method [11] . Liu et al. demonstrated that the formation of rock toes at the blasthole bottom or rock boulders at the top section are both closely associated with the initiation location during the bench blasting, through the numerical and experimental investigation [12] . Leng et al. compared the transmission mechanisms of the explosion energy between side-initiation and end-initiation modes and revealed the partition of the shock wave and the gas energy [13] . Gao et al. discussed the effect of the initiation location on the distribution and utilization of the explosion energy in rock blasting and gave some suggestions on the choice of the initiation location in practice [14] . e above studies mainly focused on the behavior of the blasting medium under differing initiation locations, such as the rock fragmentation. Unlike a spherical charge where the source radiation is the same in all directions [15] , the source radiation pattern of the cylindrical charge has its unique characteristic [16] [17] [18] [19] . us, a number of researchers also put emphasis on the cylindrical charge itself. Heelan first discovered that the P and S waves are simultaneously beamed out from a short column explosive, and they are both channeled in certain directions and travel at different speeds [16] . Blair derived the source radiation from an extended cylindrical charge, assuming the seed wave of Heelan radiation [20] . Liu et al. calculated the strain waves generated by a cylindrical charge and found that the strain amplitude varies with the gauge orientation relative to the initiation point [21] . Triviño et al. discovered that the amplitude and frequency spectrum of the blast vibration induced by a cylindrical charge is significantly affected by the detonation direction, after analyzing much collected data from the underground mining [22] .
As was stated above, the effect of the initiation location usually embodies as the behavior of the blasting medium (such as the rock fragmentation) and the source radiation of the explosive charge itself. However, the previous studies mostly emphasized on the rock fragmentation, but the effect of the initiation location on blast vibration field as well as its acting mechanism is still not well studied. As a result, the bottom initiation was recommended by most previous researchers, as it benefits for the rock fragmentation [9, 10] . e effect of the initiation location on blast vibration field is not properly considered, whereas the blast vibration is always termed as the most important adverse effect in blasting [23] [24] [25] [26] because it greatly influences the rock behaviors [27] [28] [29] , the stability of structures, and the safety of surrounding facilities, etc. In this paper, the acting mechanism of the initiation location was analyzed from the view of the energy distribution and phase delay effects of the column explosive source. en the blast vibration fields of the cylindrical charge under differing initiation locations were compared via the seed wave-based computation model. At last, two field experiments, including a single-hole blasting experiment and a production blasting experiment, were implemented to validate the effect of the initiation location on blast vibration. e present study is of interest to the widely used drill and blast due to the potential of better control of the blast vibration.
Acting Mechanism of the Initiation Location

Energy Distribution Effect along the Detonation Direction.
e detonation of explosive is a complex chemical reaction process, with the chemical energy transforming to the internal and kinetic energy of gaseous products. According to the Chapman-Jouguet theory, the detonation reaction comes to a steady and balanced state when the propagation speed of the detonation wave tends to be a constant. Figure 2 illustrates the detonation of explosive and the propagation of the detonation wave, where D denotes the steady VoD. e detonation wave is actually a kind of shock wave propagating in the explosive. Apparently, the detonation reaction has time and directional effects along the entire length of the column explosive. us, the initiation location will inevitably affect the distribution of the detonation products and explosion energy.
As shown in Figure 3 , Zhang et al. [30] used a onedimensional flow model to analyze the energy distribution assuming that the explosive is placed in a vacuum rigid pipe. e total length of the charge is defined as l, with length b and a, respectively, located at the left and right sides (l � b + a, b ≤ a). e initial density and velocity of the explosive are ρ 0 and D 0 , and the section area of the charge is S. Eight different kinds of flow fields will be formed in the pipe after a certain time. According to the partition of flow fields (Figure 3 ), the mass and energy distribution can be computed by equations (1) and (2), respectively:
where M b and M a are, respectively, the mass of detonation products that are distributed to the left and right sides and E b and E a are, respectively, the explosion energy distributed to the left and right sides. If the charge is initiated at the left end (b � 0, a � l), equations (1) and (2) can be simplified as equations (3) and (4), respectively:
Equations (1) and (2) show that the mass and energy distribution is closely associated with the length parameters a and b. It is not hard to draw from equations (3) and (4) that the detonation products and the explosion energy are preferentially distributed to the forward direction of the detonation wave. If the charge is initiated at the left end, the mass of detonation products and the explosion energy distributed to the right side are, respectively, 1.25 and 1.45 times of that distributed to the left side. Figure 4 (a), the blast stress field generated by a cylindrical Shock and Vibration 3 charge is usually approximated by summing the contributions of the short charge elements along the entire length [20, 31] . e total length is L, and it is divided into n elements. e source function of each charge element can be described by the following equation:
Phase Delay Effect of the Charge Elements. As shown in
where AR − α is the amplitude of the stress wave at distance R and shows an attention of R − α , g(t) describes the wave shape of the charge element, and τ is the travel time of the stress wave from each charge element to the observation point.
As the explosive velocity of detonation (VoD) is not infinitely high but embodies as the same level of the sonic velocity of rock mass, the phase delay effect must be considered in the superposition. e stress wave emitted by element (i − 1) is L/nD earlier than that emitted by element i. Take the bottom initiation as an example, if the observation point P is located at the top side, the stress amplitude induced by element i is larger than that induced by element (i − 1) because the subsequent element i is relatively closer to the observation point. As a result, the stress superposition of the subsequent charge elements for the point P is gradually strengthened. On the contrary, the contributions from the subsequent charge elements for the point Q located at the bottom side become weaker and weaker. Figure 4 (b) illustrates the contour lines of the normalized peak stress. It indicates that the blast stress field of the cylindrical charge is not uniformly distributed. If the cylindrical charge is bottom initiated, the blast stress at the top side is larger than that at the bottom side. Actually, the blast stress field is strengthened at the forward direction of the detonation wave. is phenomenon is also called the end effect of the cylindrical charge.
As stated in Figure 4 , the acting mechanism of the initiation location can be interpreted as the following two points: (1) e energy distribution of the cylindrical charge is closely associated with the initiation location, as it determines the detonation direction as well as the flow fields of detonation products. (2) e blast stress field of a cylindrical charge is not uniformly distributed but has the end effect that is caused by the phase delay effect. e underlying mechanism lies in the geometrical characteristic (large length-to-diameter ratio) and finite VoD of the explosive charge.
Comparative Study of the Blast Vibration
Field under Differing Initiation Locations 3.1. Seed Wave-Based Computation Model. As illustrated in Figure 5 , Heelan made a vital contribution to the source radiation pattern of a short column source, and he discovered that both P and S waves simultaneously radiated from a finite length of explosive [16] . Besides, the P and S waves are channeled in certain directions and travel at different speeds. e following equations give the Heelan radiation of a short explosive column:
where u P , u S , w P , and w S are, respectively, the horizontal and vertical displacements of P and S waves, C P and C S are, respectively, the travel speeds of P and S waves, R is the distance to the source center, φ is the angle between the radiation direction and the charge axis, p(t) is the pressure acting on the equivalent column cavity, and F 1 (φ) and F 2 (φ) are the source patterns of P and S waves, as expressed in the following equation: (b) Normalized peak stress at the same distance from the charge center O, and the peak stress is represented by the normalized distance from O in the polar coordinate system.
Shock and Vibration
where ∆ is the volume of the equivalent column cavity and μ is the shear modulus. As mentioned in Section 2, for an extended cylindrical charge, the contribution from every charge element should be delayed according to VoD and summed along the entire length. Using this technique, and assuming the seed wave of Heelan radiation, Figure 6 and equations (9)∼(10) provide the computation process of the blast vibration field of an extended cylindrical charge. Equation (9) describes the velocity radiation of the charge element, which is derived by differentiating and summing equations (6) and (7) . en equation (10) gives the blast vibration field of the entire cylindrical charge under bottom initiation (A-initiated). Similarly, the blast vibration field under top initiation (B-initiated), midpoint initiation (Oinitiated), and two-end initiation (AB-initiated) can also be acquired by changing several positive or negative signs in equation (10) .
where V ri and V zi are, respectively, the horizontal and vertical blast vibration velocity of each charge element.
In this analysis, the wave shape of the pressure produced by the explosive is described by the following equation and Figure 7 , which are based on the experimental data of Grady et al. [32] and Larson [33] :
where p b is the peak pressure and κ depends on the particular explosive used. e parameters of the explosive charge and rock mass are as follows: the explosive density is 1243 kg/m 3 , VoD is 3600 m/s, the charge length is 3 m, the charge diameter is 32 mm, the rock mass density is 2700 kg/m 3 , Young's modulus is 25 GPa, and Poisson's ratio is 0.25. Figure 8 shows the typical velocity waveform computed through the above methodology.
Comparison of PPVs under Differing Initiation Locations
Comparison of PPVs
Observed along the Axial Direction. e PPV (peak particle velocity) indictor, as is generally used to evaluate the structural damage, was also Table 1 lists the PPVs observed along the axial direction of the charge. e letters A, B, O, and AB, respectively, denote the bottom initiation, top initiation, midpoint initiation, and two-end initiation. e vector PPV is the synthesis of the radial and vertical PPVs. Figure 10 also plots the PPV against SD (scaled distance, m/kg 1/2 ). Table 1 and Figure 10 indicate that the PPV under bottom initiation (A-initiated) is the largest, the PPV under top initiation (B-initiated) is the smallest, while the PPVs under midpoint and two-end initiations (O-initiated and AB-initiated) are approximately equal and embodies as the intermediate level. is is attributed to the phase delay effect of the charge elements. For the bottom initiation, the observation points are located at the forward direction of the detonation wave, so the contributions from the subsequent charge elements become stronger and stronger. But for the top initiation, the wave amplitudes of the subsequent charge elements decrease with the detonation wave propagating downwards. erefore, for the observation points located at the top side, the PPV under bottom initiation is larger than that under top initiation. Figure 11 illustrates the PPV difference ratio η of bottom and top initiations. Based on the vector PPV, the PPV difference ratio η is defined by the following equation hereinafter:
where vPPV A and vPPV B are, respectively, the vector PPV under bottom and top initiations. Figure 11 indicates that the PPV difference ratio η is about 8%∼13% and decreases with SD. In other words, the initiation location mainly affects the blast vibration field near the explosive charge, and its effect might be ignored if the observation point is enough far. Table 2 lists the PPVs observed along the radial direction of the charge (Figure 12 ), and Figure 13 also plots the PPV against SD. Table 2 and Figure 13 indicate that the PPV under bottom initiation is larger than that under top initiation. However, the PPVs under midpoint and two-end initiations will exceed that under bottom initiation if r increases. In fact, two charge elements contribute to the superposition of the blast vibration field under midpoint and two-end initiations because the detonation wave simultaneously propagates upwards and downwards from the midpoint or two ends of the explosive charge. us, the vibration amplitude of the bidirectional superposition (midpoint or two-end initiation) is larger than that of the unidirectional superposition (bottom or top initiation), irrespective of the length effect of the explosive charge.
It is interesting that the vertical PPV does not strictly decrease with r but increases to the maximum at a certain location. is might be caused by the channeled radiation of P and S waves ( Figure 5 ). But it merely affects the local amplitude and cannot vary the global attenuation of distance. Figure 14 plots the PPV difference ration η observed along the radial direction of the cylindrical charge. It also indicates that the PPV difference ration η decreases with SD and tends to zero if SD exceeds 7 m/ kg 1/2 (r ≈ 30 m).
Sensitivity Analysis of the Parameters of the Explosive
Charge. As aforementioned, the inherent mechanism lies in the geometrical characteristic and finite VoD of the explosive charge. us, the phase delay effect would disappear, if the length-to-diameter ratio of the explosive charge is negligible, or the detonation velocity is infinitely high. In this section, the sensitivity of the charge length L and the detonation velocity D affecting the blast vibration Figure 15 . It indicates that the PPV difference ratio η increases with the charge length L and decreases with the detonation velocity D. is demonstrates that the effect of the initiation location on the blast vibration field is sensitive to the charge length L and the detonation velocity D. e initiation location might play an important role in the blast vibration field of the deep-hole blasting. But the phase delay effect would be greatly discounted if high-energy explosive with large VoD is used. As shown in Figure 16 , four vertical blastholes were, respectively, placed at the square corners. e drill and blast parameters are listed in Table 3 . All the blastholes were fired in the same initiation network (Figure 17(a) ), and the inner-hole nonelectric millisecond (MS) detonator was used to separate each shot. e delay time was, respectively, MS1 (0 ms), MS5 (110 ms), MS9 (310 ms), and MS13 (650 ms). To study the effect of the initiation location, blastholes I and II were top initiated, while blastholes III and IV were bottom initiated, as illustrated in Figure 18 . It needs to be pointed that the shock wave-reflecting blocks were placed at the bottom of blastholes I and III. e additional design is beyond the scope of this study, but it does not affect the contrast groups, i.e., blastholes I versus III and blastholes II versus IV. As shown in Figure 17(b) , three uniaxial vibration sensors were installed within the monitoring hole, and they were, respectively, 1.0 m, 1.5 m, and 2.0 m below the blasthole bottom. Besides, one triaxial vibration sensor was placed at the ground surface, and it was 70 m away from the square center ( Figure 16 ). Figure 19 presents the pictures of rock mass at the ground surface after blasting. It indicates that the behaviors of the rock mass of the four blastholes are very different. For blastholes I and II (top initiated), only a few blasting cracks were generated and almost no rock fragments were thrown outwards. While for blastholes III and IV (bottom initiated), small blasting crater was formed and some rock fragments were thrown outwards. Moreover, the color of the rock mass of blastholes III and IV is a little darker than those of blastholes I and II. is is because that the rock mass with higher humidity below the ground surface was lifted out by the upward transmitting explosion energy of blastholes III and IV. Apparently, more explosion energy is transmitted to the ground surface if the explosive charge is bottom initiated. e behavior of rock mass after blasting demonstrates that the explosion energy is preferentially transmitted to the forward direction of the detonation wave. Figure 20 plots the typical blast vibration waveform measured by using the #2 vibration sensor. Four blast signals are separated in the time axis, and the arrival time of each signal is coincident with the delay detonator. ey, respectively, stand for the blast vibrations of blastholes I∼IV. Table 4 lists the measured PPVs of the four blastholes. Figures 21 and 22 also illustrate the comparison of PPVs under differing initiation locations in the form of histogram.
Experimental Validation of the Effect of the Initiation Location on Blast Vibration
Test Results.
e test results indicate that the vibration amplitude is associated with the relative orientation between the observation point and the detonation wave. For the vibration sensors #1∼#3, which are located below the blasthole bottom (bottom side of the explosive charge), the PPV under top initiation is much larger than that under bottom initiation ( Figure 21 ). However, for the vibration sensor #4, as is located at the ground surface (top side of the explosive charge), the PPV under top initiation is much smaller than that under bottom initiation (Figure 22) . Figures 21 and 22 verify that the vibration amplitude at the forward direction of the detonation wave is larger than that at the backward direction.
is is in accordance with the energy distribution and phase delay 
Bottom initiation (A) Top initiation (B) Midpoint initiation (O)
PPV difference ratio η Two-end initiation (AB) Figure 11 : Illustration of the PPV difference ratio η observed along the axial direction of the cylindrical charge. 8 Shock and Vibration effects of the cylindrical charge, as was mentioned in Sections 2 and 3. It needs to be clarified that the blast vibration induced by blasthole IV at the ground surface (#4) is covered by other blasting operations, so its PPV is not included in Table 4 and Figure 22 . hectares of the land reclamation and is an integrated refining and chemical petrochemical base. e blasting experiment was conducted during the production excavation of mountains. Figure 23 presents the pictures of the experiment area.
Production Blasting Experiment in
As illustrated in Figure 24 , this production blasting includes 7 rows of 129 blastholes. Six ground vibration sensors were placed at the lateral side of the blasting area. e drill and blast parameters are listed in Table 5 . All the blastholes were fired in the same initiation network, where the interhole and inter-row detonators were, respectively, MS3 (50 ms) and MS5 (110 ms). e explosive within each blasthole was fired by the detonator MS10 (380 ms). To further study the effect of the initiation location, the last two single blastholes S1 and S2 were separated from the initiation network by the interhole detonator MS9 (310 ms). e charging structures of blastholes S1 and S2 are plotted in Figure 25 , where the blasthole S1 is top initiated and the blasthole S2 is bottom initiated. e distance R of the monitoring points to the blastholes S1 and S2 varies from 26.0 m to 86.4 m. Figure 26 , the blast vibration waveforms of the production blastholes overlap with each other, while the blast vibrations of blastholes S1 and S2 are thoroughly separated at the time axis. Table 6 lists the measured PPVs of blastholes S1 and S2, where the vector PPV is the synthesis of the radial, tangential, and vertical PPVs. Figure 27 plots the fitted curves of the PPV against SD by using the following equation:
Test Results. As plotted in
where K and α are the attenuation factors that are associated with the on-site geological conditions. Table 6 and Figure 27 also verify that the vibration amplitude at the forward direction of the detonation wave is larger than that at the backward direction. As the ground vibration sensors are located at the top side of the explosive charge, the PPVs of the blasthole S2 (bottom initiated) all larger than those of the blasthole S1 (top initiated). Figure 28 plots the PPV difference ratio η of blastholes S1 and S2 against SD. It indicates that the effect of the initiation location is ignorable if SD is large enough because the PPV difference ratio η gradually decreases with SD. e production experiment again provides a solid evidence for the effect of the initiation location on blast vibration field. 
Discussion
e computational and experimental results both indicate that the initiation location plays an important role in the blast vibration field of the cylindrical charge. Due to the large length-to-diameter ratio and finite VoD characteristics, the detonation reaction of the cylindrical charge usually begins at the initiation point and then propagates to the entire length, as is the so-called time and directional effects. erefore, the underlying mechanism of the initiation location lies in the geometrical and finite VoD characteristics of the explosive charge. As mentioned in Section 2, it can be interpreted as the combined results of the energy distribution effect along the detonation direction and the phase delay effect of the charge elements.
For the energy distribution effect, the behavior of the rock mass at the ground surface in the single-hole blasting experiment demonstrated that the explosion energy is preferentially transmitted to the forward direction of the detonation wave. However, the phase delay effect, causing the nonuniform distribution of the blast vibration filed, was verified by the seed wave-based computational model. It needs to be clarified that the computational model merely focuses on the phase delay effect, irrespective of the energy distribution effect. As a result, the PPV difference ratio η acquired from the computational results ( Figures 11 and 14) is relative smaller than that acquired from the experimental results (Figures 11, 14, and 28 ). Obviously, the energy distribution effect and the phase delay effect are not independent, and they jointly act on the blast vibration field.
In addition, the effect of the initiation location is sensitive to the parameters of the explosive charge, especially for the charge length L and the detonation velocity D (Figure 15 ). is is also attributed to the underlying mechanism that the significant time and directional effects is usually witnessed by the explosive charge with large length and small detonation velocity. Figures 11, 14 , and 28 all indicate that the PPV difference ratio η decreases with distance. In other words, the effect of the initiation location can be ignored if the observation point is far enough, which obeys Saint Venant's principle.
Conclusions
is paper aims to reveal the effect of the initiation location on blast vibration field of the cylindrical charge and its acting mechanism so as to better control the blast vibration induced by the widely used drill and blast. e following conclusions are observed:
(1) e underlying effect of the initiation location is caused by the geometrical characteristic (large length-to-diameter ratio) and finite VoD of the explosive charge. It can be regarded as the combined results of the energy distribution and phase delay effects of the column explosive source. (2) e theoretical analysis and experimental results both demonstrate that the explosion energy is preferentially transmitted to the forward direction of the detonation wave. Besides, the computational and experimental results verify that the vibration amplitude at the forward direction of the detonation wave is larger than that at the backward direction. e production blasting experiment indicates that the ground PPV under bottom initiation is 61.3%∼ 211.7% larger than that under top initiation.
(3) e effect of the initiation location is sensitive to the charge length L and the detonation velocity D. Figure 28 : PPV difference ratio of blastholes S1 and S2 in the production blasting experiment.
Moreover, the effect of the initiation location can be ignored if the observation point is far enough.
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